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Deformed QED via Seiberg-Witten Map
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1 IntrodutionThe Seiberg-Witten map was originally disussed in the ontext of string theory, where itemerged from a 2D-�-model regularized in di�erent ways [1℄. It was argued by Seiberg andWitten that the ordinary gauge theory should be gauge-equivalent to a nonommutative oun-terpart. The Seiberg-Witten map may be also introdued with the help of ovariant oordinates.In this way the deformed gauge theory emerges as a gauge theory of a ertain nonommutativealgebra [2℄, [4℄ leading to the same results as in ref.[1℄.In this note we apply the idea of the Seiberg-Witten map in order to de�ne a �-deformedQED at the lassial level, inluding the orresponding Seiberg-Witten map for the in�nitesimalloal gauge transformation of the fermions. Using the de�nitions of the star-produt [4℄ and theSeiberg-Witten map for the Abelian gauge �eld and the fermions we de�ne a �-deformed QEDin terms of the deformation parameter � of a nonommuting at spae-time. This deformationparameter, whih is treated as a onstant external �eld with anonial dimension �2, leads toa �eld theory with in�nitely many �-dependent interation verties.In order to prepare the quantization of this deformed QED (and possible non-Abelian ex-tensions) we disuss the gauge-�xing proedure of the photon setor in the Seiberg-Wittenframework. It is interesting to note that there are two possibilities of gauge-�xing. The lin-ear one orresponds to the usual gauge-�xing of the undeformed Abelian model, whereas theseond possibility is indued by a nonlinear gauge-�xing emerging from the nonommutativestruture of the deformed QED. It is important to observe that the �-deformed QED is stillharaterized by an Abelian gauge symmetry. The symmetry of the model is desribed by alinear BRST-identity.The letter is organized as follows. Setion 2 is devoted to a de�nition of the Seiberg-Wittenmap for photons and fermions. With these �-expansions for the basi �eld variables of themodel and the usual de�nition of the star-produt [4℄ an Abelian gauge invariant deformedQED ation is de�ned. The gauge-�xing proedure �a la BRST [5℄ will be disussed in setion3. Higher derivative gauge invariant monomials whih are allowed due to the presene of � areanalyzed in setion 4. In fat suh terms are required if one studies radiative orretions [6℄ .In a last step we present also a non-Abelian extension of the photon setor, the pure �-deformed nonommutative Yang-Mills (NCYM) theory, involving the disussion of the invariantation, the gauge-�xing proedure and the higher derivative gauge invariant extensions of theation.2 Deformed QED via Seiberg-Witten MapThe starting point is the undeformed QED with its loal gauge invarianeSinv = Z d4x � � (i�D� �m) � 14 F��F ��� ; (1)where D� = (�� � iA�) ; (2)F�� = ��A� � ��A�: (3)1



Sinv is invariant with respet to in�nitesimal gauge transformations:Æ�A� = ���;Æ� = i� ;Æ� � = �i � �: (4)In order to get a �-deformed QED in the sense of Seiberg and Witten [1℄ one de�nesÂ� = A� + A0� (A�; ���) +O(�2); ̂ =  +  0 ( ;A�; ���) +O(�2);�̂ = �+ �0 (�;A�; ���) +O(�2); (5)with the orresponding Seiberg-Witten maps given byÂ� (A�) + Æ̂�̂Â�(A�) = Â� (A� + Æ�A�) ; (6) ̂ ( ;A�) + Æ̂�̂ ̂( ;A�) =  ̂ ( + Æ� ;A� + Æ�A�) : (7)The deformed in�nitesimal gauge transformations are de�ned as usual [7℄:Æ̂�̂Â� = ���̂+ i h�̂; Â�i? = ���̂+ i�̂ ? Â� � iÂ� ? �̂;Æ̂�̂ ̂ = i�̂ ?  ̂;Æ̂�̂ �̂ = �i �̂ ? �̂; (8)where we have used the star-produt [4℄. Expanding (8) in powers of � one getsÆ̂�̂Â� = ���̂� ��� ��� ��A� +O(�2);Æ̂�̂ ̂ = i�̂ ̂ � 12 ��� ��� �� +O(�2): (9)With (6){(8) one gets the following solutions of (5):A0� = �12 ��� A� (��A� + F��) ; 0 = �12 ��� A� �� ;�0 = �12 ��� A� ���: (10)In terms of the ommutative �elds (3) the deformed �eld strength beomesF̂�� = ��Â� � ��Â� + ��� ��A� ��A� +O(�2)= F�� + ��� (F�� F�� � A� ��F��) +O(�2): (11)The in�nitesimal gauge transformation of F̂�� is alulated with Æ�A� = ��� (from now on weomit the symbol O(�2)) Æ̂�̂F̂�� = ���� ���̂ ��F̂��= ���� ��� ��F��: (12)2



Now we are able to write down the analogue of (1), leading to the following generalization�̂inv = Z d4x � �̂ ? �i�D̂� �m�  ̂ � 14 F̂�� ? F̂ ���= Z d4x � �̂ �i�D̂� �m�  ̂ � 14 F̂��F̂ ��� ; (13)with D̂� ̂ = �� ̂ � iÂ� ?  ̂:Using the above expansions in � one gets�inv = Z d4x � � i� �D� � 12 ��� (��A� �� + A� ���� )+ i2 ��� (A� (��A� + F��) + A�A� �� � i ��A��� )�� 12 ��� A� �� � i �D� �m �  + 12m�����A� �  �14 F��F �� � 12 ��� �F��F��F �� � 14 F��F��F ���� : (14)Equation (14) ontains non-renormalizable verties of dimension 6. The quantity ��� will beonsidered as a lassial unquantized external �eld with dimension �2. The �-deformed ation(14) is invariant with respet to (4).3 Gauge-Fixing �a la BRSTIn order to quantize the system (14) we need a gauge-�xing term whih allows of the alulationof the photon propagator. This an be done in a twofold manner: Corresponding to theusual BRST-quantization proedure one replaes the in�nitesimal gauge parameters � and �̂by Faddeev-Popov ghost �elds  and ̂ leading to the following BRST-transformations for theAbelian struture sA� = ��; s = i : (15)Corresponding to the nonommutative struture of (9) one getsŝÂ� = ��̂� ��� �� ��A�;ŝ ̂ = i ̂  ̂ � 12 ��� �� �� : (16)Nilpoteny of (15) and (16) implies s = 0; (17)ŝ̂ = �12 ����� ��: (18)3



Clearly, due to (10) one has also ̂ = � 12 ���A� ��: (19)Introduing now two BRST-doublets �̂ = � and B̂ = B withŝ�̂ = s� = B̂ = B;ŝB̂ = sB = 0; (20)one has two possibilities to onstrut Faddeev-Popov ations:�(i)gf = Z d4x s�� ��A� + �2 �B� = Z d4x �B ��A� � � �2 + �2B2� ; (21)and �̂(ii)gf = Z d4x ŝ��̂ ��Â� + �2 �̂B̂� = Z d4x �B ��Â� � � ��ŝÂ� + �2B2� : (22)An expansion in � of �̂(ii)gf leads to�(ii)gf = Z d4x �B ��A� � � �2+ �2B2�12 ��� [B �� (A� (��A� + F��)) + � �2 (��A�)� 2 � �� (�� ��A�)℄� : (23)The ase desribed by (21) is the usual linear ��A� = 0 gauge, whereas the Faddeev-Popovation of (23) orresponds to a highly nonlinear gauge. However, one has to stress that bothases lead to the same photon propagatorhA�A�i(0) = 1k2 + i� �g�� � (1� �)k�k�k2 � : (24)In terms of (15), (17) and (20) the symmetry ontent of (21) and (23) may be expressed by alinearized Slavnov-Taylor identityS �(0)� = Z d4x"�� Æ�(0)�ÆA� +B Æ�(0)�Æ� # = 0; (25)with �(0)� = �inv +( �(i)gf�(ii)gf : (26)Formula (25) implies the following transversality ondition for the 2-point 1PI vertex funtional�x� Æ2�(0)�ÆA�(x) ÆA�(y) = 0; (27)4



meaning that the \vauum polarization" of the photon is transverse in momentum spaep����(p;�p) = 0: (28)In a ompanion paper [6℄ we have studied perturbatively this transversality ondition.However, at this stage one has to state that the total ation (26) is not the whole story.Beause of the deformation parameter ��� (whih is treated as a onstant external �eld) onean onstrut further gauge invariant quantities. Suh additional terms in the BRST-invarianttotal ation are in fat needed for the one-loop renormalization [6℄ proedure.4 Higher Derivative Gauge Invariant Terms in the AtionThe presene of a onstant external �eld � allows in priniple to add \in�nitely" many gaugeinvariant terms to the Lagrangian. Due to this fat one an onstrut the following bilinearBRST-invariant ation in the photon setor1�Maxh:d: = Z d4x��12 F�� �2 ~F �� � 12 ��F�� �� ~F �� � 14 F�� �2 ~�2F �� � 14 �2 F�� (�2)2F ��+ 12 �~����F���2 + 12 ~F�� (�2)2 ~F �� + higher derivative terms� ; (29)with ~�� = ����� ;~~�� = ��������;�2 = � �� � �� ;~F �� = ���F �� ;~F = ~F �� : (30)Alternatively, (29) may be rewritten as�Maxh:d: = Z d4x��12 F�� �2 ~F �� � 12 ��F�� �� ~F �� � 14 F�� �2 ~�2F ��� 12 A� h~�2(�2)2g�� + (�� ~~�� + �� ~~��)(�2)2 + (�2)3 ��� ���iA��14 �2 F�� (�2)2F �� + 12 ~�A (�2)2 ~�A + higher derivative terms� : (31)1Note that R d4x(� 12 F�� �2 ~F��) and R d4x(� 12 ��F�� �� ~F �� ) are of topologial nature. Observe also that~�A is gauge invariant.
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In a similar way one an onstrut with ~D� = � �� D� (D� = �� � iA�) also higher derivativeterms for the Dira theory�Dirh:d: = Z d4xnm � �D ~D + (D ~D)2 +D2 ~D2 + : : :� + � � iD� �D ~D + (D ~D)2 +D2 ~D2 + : : :� + � � i ~D�D2 �1 +D ~D + (D ~D)2 +D2 ~D2 + : : :� + h.d.o : (32)It is interesting to notie that one an onstrut also four-fermion verties. For example onehas�Dir(4);h:d: = Z d4xn � ~D� � ~D� + � ~D� �D ~D + (D ~D)2 +D2 ~D2 + : : :� � ~D� + h.d.o : (33)However, these terms annot be obtained from a truly nonommutative ation by the Seiberg-Witten map beause the orresponding expression would be non-loal. Therefore, we expetthat ontributions of this type, whih are possible for individual Feynman graphs, anel onthe level of Green's funtions. Equations (29){(33) imply that even at the lassial level onehas �-dependent terms. This entails the following form of the \vauum polarization" of thephoton in momentum spae representation�(0)�� (p;�p; �) � (p2)2�2 �p�p� � g��p2�+ ~p2p2 �p�p� � g��p2�+ (p2)2~p�~p�+(p2)2 �g�� ~p2 + p�~~p� + p� ~~p� + p2������� ; (34)in observing that no terms linear in ��� our. Due top~p = 0; p~~p = �~p2; (35)it is obvious that (34) ful�lls the transversality ondition (28), where we have used a notationanalogous to (30). In order to be omplete the total ation is given by�(0)� = �inv +( �(i)gf�(ii)gf ) + �Maxh:d: + �Dirh:d: + �Dir(4);h:d:: (36)In the limit � ! 0 one reovers the ordinary QED with a free Faddeev-Popov setor. One hasto stress also that equation (29) is required for the renormalization proedure at the one-looplevel for the alulation of �(1)�� (p;�p; �) [6℄.5 Non-Abelian Extension: Pure Yang-Mills Case (NCYM)We start with the non-Abelian extension of (5) in onsidering only the gluon setor. Theorresponding gluon �eld is now Lie-algebra valued:A�(x) = Aa�(x)T a; (37)6



where the T a are the generators of a U(N) gauge group with[T a; T b℄ = ifabT ; fT a; T bg = dabT ;Tr �T aT b� = Æab; T 0 = 1pN 1: (38)The orresponding non-Abelian �eld strength is de�ned as usualF�� = ��A� � ��A� � i [A�; A�℄ : (39)The in�nitesimal gauge transformations areÆ�A� = ���+ i [�;A�℄ � D��;Æ�F�� = i [�; F��℄ : (40)As shown in [1℄ the Seiberg-Witten map for the non-Abelian extension isÂ� = A� + A0� = A� � 14 ��� fA�; ��A� + F��g+O(�2); (41)�̂ = �+ �0 = �+ 14 ��� f���;A�g+O(�2): (42)From F̂�� = ��Â� � ��Â� � i hÂ�; Â�i? (43)follows with the help of (41)F̂�� = F�� + 14 ��� (2 fF��; F��g � fA�; D�F�� + ��F��g) +O(�2): (44)Corresponding to (40) one has Æ̂�̂Â� = ���̂+ i h�̂; Â�i? ;Æ̂�̂F̂�� = i h�̂; F̂��i? : (45)In the sense of Seiberg and Witten (45) impliesÆ̂�̂Â� = ���̂+ i h�̂; Â�i� 12 ��� (��� ��A� � ��A� ���) +O(�2): (46)Inserting (41) and (42) one arrives �nally atÆ̂�̂Â� = D��+ 14 ��� (f�����;A�g+ f���; ��A�g)+ i4 ��� ([f���;A�g ; A�℄� [�; fA�; ��A� + F��g℄) +O(�2): (47)7



Now we are ready to onstrut the gauge invariant non-Abelian ation. Following [3℄ one hasat the lassial level�̂inv = � 14g2 Z d4xTr�F̂�� ? F̂ ��� = � 14g2 Z d4xTr�F̂��F̂ ��� : (48)Using (44) one gets for (48)�inv = � 14g2 Z d4xTr�F��F �� + 12 ��� (2 fF��; F��gF �� � fA�; D�F�� + ��F��gF ��)�= � 14g2 Z d4x �F a��F a ��+ ��� �F a��F b��F  �� � 12 Aa�(D�F��)bF  �� � 12 Aa� ��F b��F  ��� dab� :(49)6 Gauge-Fixing for Pure Yang-Mills TheorySimilar to the QED ase there are again two possibilities of gauge-�xing for the non-Abeliangeneralization. One replaes the in�nitesimal gauge parameters by the orresponding ghost�elds: �! ; �̂! ̂: (50)The �rst hoie leads to sA� = ��+ i [; A�℄ = D�;s = i 2 = i2 f; g : (51)With the seond possibility of (50) one gets from (42)̂ = + 14 ��� f��; A�g+O(�2): (52)Equations (52) and (41) together with (51) allow now to alulate the BRST-variations for Â�and ̂: ŝÂ� = sA� � 14 ��� (fsA�; ��A� + F��g+ fA�; ��sA� + sF��g) ;ŝ̂ = s+ 14 ��� (f��s; A�g � [��; sA�℄) : (53)By expliit alulations one veri�es that the equations (53) follow by �-expansion fromŝÂ� = ��̂+ i ĥ; Â�i? ;ŝ̂ = i ̂ ? ̂: (54)The above results may be summarized by the Seiberg-Witten map for the BRST-transformationÂ� (A�) + ŝÂ�(A�) = Â� (A� + sA�) : (55)8



For pratial reasons we hoose now the simpler possibility for the gauge-�xing proedure:�gf = Z d4xTr�s(� ��A� + �2 �B)� = Z d4xTr�B ��A� � � �� (��+ i [; A�℄) + �2B2� ;(56)where � and B are the orresponding non-Abelian antighost and multiplier �eld. To be ompleteone also adds further gauge invariant piees to the total gauge-�xed ation. They are obtainedfrom (29) by replaing the derivatives by the ovariant derivatives and the Abelian by thenon-Abelian �eld strength. The total BRST-invariant ation is thus�(0)� = �inv + �gf + �h:d:= � 14g2 Z d4xTr�F��F �� + 12 ��� (2 fF��; F��gF �� � fA�; D�F�� + ��F��gF ��)�+ Z d4xTr�B ��A� � � �� (��+ i [; A�℄) + �2B2 � 12 F�� D2 ~F ��� 12 D�F�� D� ~F �� � 14 F�� D ~DF �� � 14 F�� D2 ~D2F �� � 14 �2 F�� (D2)2F ��+12 � ~D�D�F���2 + 12 ~F�� (D2)2 ~F �� + higher derivative terms� : (57)In order to haraterize the BRST-symmetry of this model one has to introdue BRST-invariantexternal soures ��; � allowing to desribe the non-linear BRST-transformations onsistently.This leads to �ext = Z d4xTr (��sA� + �s) (58)and to the ation �(0)�;tot = �(0)� + �ext: (59)The BRST-symmetry is therefore enoded at the lassial level by the non-linear Slavnov-Tayloridentity S �(0)�;tot = Z d4xTr"Æ�(0)�;totÆ�� Æ�(0)�;totÆA� + Æ�(0)�;totÆ� Æ�(0)�;totÆ +B Æ�(0)�;totÆ� # = 0: (60)7 Conlusion and OutlookWe have de�ned a �-deformed QED with the help of Seiberg-Witten maps for photon andfermion �elds at the lassial level. In the same manner we also disussed a �-deformed Yang-Mills model.In a next step we fous on the quantization proedure. Some preliminary work has beendone in [6℄, where the quantization of a �-deformed Maxwell theory is presented. There, one-loop orretions to the 1PI two-point funtion for the photon are investigated in the preseneof non-renormalizable interation verties.8 AknowledgementWe would like to thank Harald Grosse, Karl Landsteiner, Stefan Shraml, Raymond Stora, andJulius Wess for enlightening disussions. 9
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